I. INTRODUCTION
U LTRAWIDEBAND (UWB) pulsed arrays [1] - [3] consist of an arrangement of antennas having more than 25% bandwidth, which are sourced by baseband carrier-free input signals. Several applications of UWB arrays have been recently proposed for communications, radar, precise indoor positioning and tracking [4] - [6] .
As discussed in recent theoretical investigations, the interest in the UWB arrays relies on their unique features of grating lobe cancellation [7] , sparse array design [8] and mutual coupling reduction [9] . Actual applications of pulsed arrays mainly adopt excitation scheme borrowed from narrow-band arrays: Gaussian, modulated Gaussian or Hermite-Rodriguez (HR) pulses are weighted and delayed [10] with the main objective to produce a frequency-independent beam steering. Nevertheless unconventional performance could be pursued by actual and future UWB arrays whether both the angular and the temporal dimensions were fully exploited to shape, discriminate or multiply the transmitted or radiated pulses. Pulsed radiation phenomenology in fact differs from the conventional narrow-band one, since the temporal domain, replacing the frequency domain, adds a new degree of freedom to array excitation design: the input signals' waveform.
In the last decade, more advanced synthesis techniques have been specifically proposed for the UWB array design, even if with still limited optimization objectives.
For instance, the method in [11] is aimed to the design of sparse non-uniform arrays that realize an already known continuous source distribution with the radiation pattern constrained into a limited angular sector. In [12] two schemes are proposed for space-time shaping of an aperture distribution in order to compensate the time-derivative of the input signals, which is intrinsic in the current to far-field projection.
The two methods in [13] and [14] permit to compute, through frequency domain processing, the array input waveforms by minimization of a variational expression accounting for bandwidth constraints and inter-antenna coupling. The methods were applied to linear arrays of dipoles, to optimize the amplitude of the transient radiated field at a specified time and angular position [13] , or the transmitted energy in a specified time interval [14] .
A space-time beamforming technique has been recently proposed for application to UWB microwave imaging aimed to breast cancer detection [15] . The post-processing (time-delay and filtering) of the sampled signals, collected by an UWB radar, is applied to identify the presence and location of a dielectric anomaly by compensation of undesired propagation effects, artifacts and noise.
In this paper, a more general time-angle synthesis technique is introduced. Unlike the above cited methods, the proposed technique permits a full shaping of the radiated field and it is able to generate the array input signal waveforms together with the beamforming network's topology. The synthesis is formulated as an angle-time constrained inversion problem based on the fact that the time-domain antenna far field can be related to the Radon transform of the space-time-varying currents [16] . Thus, given a desired far field, for instance specified through a mask, a Radon transform [17] , relating the array port currents to far field pattern, needs to be inverted to find the optimum time-domain currents waveforms. Constraints over the beamforming network are included by mapping the unknown currents onto a proper set of time-dependent basis functions. To improve the robustness and the efficiency of this idea, the constrained Radon inversion is hence performed by successive iterations within the framework of the alternating projections method, proposed in [18] for monochromatic arrays, and here extended to the time domain.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II the time domain synthesis problem is formally introduced, then the extension to the time-domain of the alternate projection method is described in Section III, with particular attention to the inclusion of the current waveform constraints. The resulting iterative procedure is globally explained in Section VI and, finally, the applicability of the method is discussed in Section V by the help of many examples.
II. THE CONSTRAINED TIME DOMAIN SYNTHESIS PROBLEM
Given a linear array of elements along the axis at positions , and driven by a set of inward currents , the time-domain array factor [7] is (1) where and is the speed of light. The mutual coupling among radiating elements is here neglected since it plays a secondary role in the case of pulsed arrays as demonstrated in [9] . All the antennas are supposed to radiate the same radiation pattern, and therefore the total radiated field of the array is the convolution between the array factor and the element effective height, [16] , (2) where is the free-space impedance and " " is the convolution. Let us now consider a line source such that the array currentsI ( ) are obtained by sampling the line at points (3) where the sampling operator is defined as (4) Assume now to apply the Radon transform to (5) The resulting function has the meaning of the space factor of the continuous line source in analogy to the monochromatic regime [19] . It is easy to show that a discretization of the above integral at the array points (6) may be related to the array factor as (7) where the discretized Radon operator [17] is such that , and may be formally defined, from (6) and (3), as (8) where applies to the array currents according to the row-by-column paradigm. The functional relationships among the array currents, the array factor and the continuous line source are resumed in the graph of Fig. 1 , where is the inverse Radon transform which can be computed by means of a sequence of direct and inverse Fourier transforms, via the Projection Slice Theorem, as described in Appendix. The synthesis problem is defined as the retrieval of the excitation currents, once the array elements, the array geometry, the desired radiation pattern and some constraints over the current waveforms have been specified.
In the synthesis method here discussed, both the above continuous and discrete representations of the unknown currents are employed. In particular, an iterative procedure is introduced wherein successive estimations of the continuous line source are basically produced by the inverse Radon transform of a desired pattern, while the control over the current waveforms requires the sampling of the continuous line source and the application of the operator. Since the radiated field in (2) is obtained by a angular-temporal filtering of the array factor due to the antennas' effective height, the array pattern's time dependence is expected to be sensibly different from that of the radiated field, unlike in the monochromatic regime, and therefore it is more conservative to enforce the pattern constraints directly over the radiated field, rather than over the array factor. Without loss of generality it is additionally assumed that the array radiation requirements are specified in the far field, at and for notation simplicity, over the only co-polar component of the total radiated field, (say ), which has to be bounded between upper and lower angle-time masks and so that (9) The synthesis method will be instead referred to the array patterns masks and which, according to (2), are obtained from by means of deconvolution of the element effective height (10) where indicates the deconvolution of the function out of the function , e.g., such that . Many options are available to perform such a deconvolution quickly and accurately, for instance by using least squares [20] or moment expansions algorithms [21] , [22] . With more simplicity, since a relevant part of the processing may be performed in the frequency domain, through the projection slice theorem reviewed in the Appendix, the deconvolution could be also achieved in the frequency domain as with the tilde symbol " " tagging the Fourier transform. The array factor and the radiated pattern corresponding, through (7) and (2), to the currents originated from the synthesis are hereafter denoted as realized array factor and realized pattern, respectively. Since the cross-polar component is neglected in the synthesis process, the term "radiated field" will refer, in the rest of the paper, to the only co-polar component.
The constrained time domain synthesis problem can be formulated in a general way as an intersection finding problem. Let denote the set of all the array factors which can be radiated by the considered array arrangement for any choice of the input current set (11) The constraints over the beamforming network are introduced by enforcing the array current waveforms to be linear combination of a prescribed set of basis functions which may be simply generated by a particular network topology. Such a constraint will therefore produce a subset containing the waveform-constrained array factors, generated by such antenna currents.
The constraints over the pattern shape originate a set, , of all the angle-time functions bounded between the masks, e.g., such that (12) The solution to the synthesis problem is finally an array factor which belongs to the intersection III. ANGLE-TIME ALTERNATE PROJECTIONS One of the most effective methods for the solution of the intersection problem is based on the alternate projection, as in [18] , which is here properly extended to time-domain arrays.
In general, a projector over the closed subset of a normed space is the operator defined by (13) The point , which is the point of nearest to , is called the projection of over .
In the time-domain array synthesis, two projectors, applying to array factor-like functions, need to be introduced. projects waveform-constrained array factors to the set of the mask-constrained functions (see Fig. 2 ) and performs the converse projection to . These two projections are iterated until the intersection , whether existent, is found. Fig. 2 . Alternating projections applied between the sets M and W.
A. Constraints Over the Angular Pattern: The Projector
The projector is defined in a conventional way as in the frequency domain and basically crops the realized array factor outside the masks: see (14) at the bottom of the page.
B. Constraints Over the Currents' Waveform: The Projector
The projector is instead specifically introduced for the time-domain synthesis and is given by the cascade of three operators (15) which, as described in the graph of Fig. 1 , exploits the relationship among the currents' and pattern's domains and additionally, by means of the operator , enforces the required waveform constraints onto the currents. To be specific, the operator applies to the actual estimation of array continuous source and performs a two step processing: first it samples at point , and hence maps the so produced set of time-variant functions onto a set of basis waveforms , useful to introduce the beamforming constraints in (16) where the time shift is the barycenter of the th current , required to align each array current to the HR functions which are defined symmetrically with respect to the temporal origin (17) Several families of basis functions may be applied to efficiently map a time-limited signal, and among them it is worth to mention the associate Hermite functions and the HR functions [23] , [24] , popular in neuroscience and in the processing of moving images, the prolate spheroidal functions [5] applied in UWB data generators, and the complex exponentials [25] to fit transients. The proposed array synthesis handles the orthogonal HR functions (18) where is a scale parameter and is the Hermite polynomial of order . The corresponding mapping coefficients in (16) are calculated as (19) The HR functions are successive differentiation of a Gaussian pulse (Fig. 3 ) and hence they may be simply generated by a beamforming network topology (see Fig. 4 for one of the possible realizations) comprising a single Gaussian pulse generator with parameter , plus modules performing derivatives, attenuation and delay.
The complexity of the network, e.g., the number of processing modules, can be a priori defined by the mapping order , which corresponds to enforce a topology constraint onto the beamforming scheme. The choice of fixes the degrees of freedom of the network and affects the speed and the quality of the achieved results. A small means a hard constraint over the currents' waveform and the intersection finding problem could not find a solution, even with a large number of radiating elements. The mapping in (16) is sensitive to the scale parameter which could be either fixed a priori by the required beamforming network topology, or automatically deduced by the synthesis itself, starting from the time duration of the th estimation of the array currents. According to our experience, the first choice appears more robust and permits an external tuning of the accuracy. Further discussion and guidelines for the choice of and will be given in the numerical example section.
IV. ITERATIVE PROCEDURE
With reference to the flowchart in Fig. 5 , the synthesis procedure begins with an initial guess for the array factor, for instance the defined upper mask . The first step of the synthesis thus performs a simple Radon inversion of the starting guess pattern with a proper mapping of the excitations (20) Then, a new iteration is generated by the evaluation of the realized array factor , and the iterative application of the two projectors and produces the successive th estimations of the source (21) while gives their projection onto the allowed HR waveform domain. The procedure terminates when either the convergence is achieved, e.g., the resulting array pattern falls into the intersection , or a maximum number of iterations have been reached. In any case, the iterative procedure inherits the convergence's features of the more conventional frequency domain alternate projections schemes and in particular the optimal solution could be not found if the two sets and are disjoined due to excessively hard requirements compared with the available degrees of freedom.
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
The performances of the proposed time-domain synthesis are here discussed by means of some examples involving monocycles and multiple-monocycle pulses. The co-polar component of the element's effective height was supposed to be (22) where the produces the th derivative of the input signals and the superscript " " modulates the antenna's angular beamwidth. This canonical representation of the element factor greatly simplifies the deconvolution in (10) which is hence achieved by numerical integration of the given masks over the time. It is worth noticing that the case (ideal differentiator) is a good model for true UWB antennas, the case represents the response of a small dipole [16] and, finally, close resembles the impulse response of moderately large-band antennas such as a diamond dipole [26] .
The masks are given in the form of rectangular windows as in Fig. 6 . The parameters are the pulse duration , the angular beamwidth , the tilt angle , the time delay , the main lobe amplitudes , , the side lobe level and time and angular transition and . The size of the array, as well as the number of antennas, are related to the angular and temporal size of the desired field mask. Following the discussion in [27] , within the simplified hypothesis of an array whose antennas radiate identical rectangular-pulse-like waveforms, the angular beamwidth of a pulsed arrays referred to the peak value can be expressed as where is the array length, and is the reference attenuation of the field with respect to the maximum, as considered to apply the beamwidth definition. For rectangle-like masks, as those used in this paper, it is assumed . A first estimation of the array geometry, starting from a mask with overall time-angular size , is then (24) with array spacing to avoid grating lobes [7] . We moreover verified that the choice permits to reduce the strength of side lobes.
The time-duration (support) of the mask suggests the selection of the scaling factor in the HR processing. According to the recommendation in [23] , is chosen as a fraction of the support of the mask waveform to be synthesized. In most of the proposed examples we will generally set , except for when differently specified.
The following parameters are fixed: , , , , while the beamforming network order , the array spacing , the number of elements and the antenna order , will be changed to check the method. The convergence of the synthesis, e.g., the difference between the realized field and the mask is quantified by a norm which gives the distance of the realized field from the mask, shown in (25) Moreover, to better discuss the results, the final realized field and the realized currents will be also observed through the energy detector and the r.m.s. time width detector
(29)
A. Broadside Single Monocycle Pulse
A first application of the synthesis considers a rather coarse mask with , , , , and in the scheme of Fig. 6 . From (24) the estimated array length is and having fixed the array spacing , the array elements is . The radiators are ideal antennas [ in (22) ] and the beamforming network preliminary comprises only Gaussian and derivated-Gaussian pulses . The optimization procedure is stable (Fig. 7) and indistinguishable results are generally achieved, in these and in most of the following tests, just after 5-10 iterations.
It is worth noticing in Fig. 8 that the actual choice of is not adequate to match the mask. In particular, as visible in the chart of the beamforming coefficients , the realized field is mainly produced by the first derivative of the HR function which gives relevant contribution outside the mask. Much better results are instead achieved by considering the same configuration as before but with a beamforming order (Fig. 9) . In this case the synthesis selects even waveforms, and coefficients , are the most excited. The realized field is now better angularly collimated and the time-spread outside of the mask is sensibly reduced.
By increasing the array length to , and especially by reducing the inter-element spacing to , the realized field is really well matched to the mask (Fig. 10) . In spite of the simple desired field, the realized input antenna currents are greatly different in their transient shape, depending on the position into the array. It is interesting to analyze the energy and the r.m.s. time duration of such currents (Fig. 10  bottom) , as defined in (28) and (29) . The energy tapering from the middle to the edges of the array is required for angular collimation and to reduce the sidelobes, as in the monochromatic regime. The converse tapering in the r.m.s. time width from the edges to the middle of the array is in close agreement with the theory of iso-diffracting apertures [12] . Such a theory indicates that the maximum angular frequency (proportional to ) of the aperture signals, and hence of the corresponding array currents, has to decrease from the center to the edge in order to produce space-time collimated beams, as found in the considered example.
B. Highly Collimated and Steered Monocycle
An example of collimated beam is here reported. By setting the array spacing to , the estimated radiators' number is . The beamforming network order is fixed to . The very first iteration of the synthesis process (Fig. 11 top) , which is formally the inverse Radon Transform of the desired mask projected onto the HR space [see (20) ], yields a realized field distribution collimated in the angle but completely un-synchronized to the time behavior of the mask. At the 10th iteration, after that the convergence indicator remains unchanged, the realized field is well constrained into the mask with only a few residual side contribution of low strength in the surrounding of the beam. The same mask of the previous example is now steered to an angle of . The results in Fig. 12 show a similar pattern as before, with a progressive time shift of the array current waveforms depending on each radiating element position, in order to have the beam tilted to the desired angle.
C. Higher Order Antennas
The synthesis algorithm is now applied to a less ideal antenna, by assuming a high-order derivative in the impulse response model (22) , which is now representative of a broadband planar dipole such as the bowtie or the diamond. The field mask is the same as in the highly collimated example with , , and the array geometry is again and . Since the deconvolution is a commutative operator, the effect of higher-order derivative in (22) is expected to propagate up to the HR functions, reducing the maximum order of the excited waveform, since . Therefore the optimization will be performed with a low-order beamforming network, in the specific. By numerical experiments it was found that best results are achieved if the scaling factor is larger than in the examples and, in particular, the choice is considered. The synthesis procedure is stable also in this case after about the 10th iterations (Fig. 13 ) and the diagrams in Fig. 14 show results comparable with that of an ideal antenna (see Fig. 11 for comparison) even if some additional time-oscillations outside the mask make the time collimation an harder goal to achieve. It is also interesting to note that the array elements are nearly excited with the same waveforms and, as expected from the above discussion, also the lowest-order HR-functions are fully excited. We have verified that more complicated beamforming networks do not improve further the results. Finally, not reported experiments for the case have shown similar results provided that .
D. Multibeam Pattern
A more challenging field mask (Fig. 15) includes two independent beams (  ,  ,  , ) with different waveforms radiated along the two angular directions: three oscillations in the first beam and two oscillations in the other one. The scale parameters is now set to and the estimated array length is . Having set , the element number is chosen as [the minimum required by guidelines in (24) should be (25) ]. The realized field and currents at the steady state (after 5 iterations) are shown in Fig. 16 for a beamforming network order . The two different waveforms are clearly recognized, even with a few out-of-the-mask oscillations. The array currents are now rather irregular, and each waveform exhibits a different temporal behavior. The beamforming coefficients matrix is much denser than in the previous examples, with some predilection for the right side because of the asymmetry of the desired pattern. The shape of the currents may be explained if we consider two other array synthesis problems wherein, under the same conditions as before, each beam is independently optimized (Fig. 17) . The corresponding currents show the typical uniform delay (opposite in the two cases) required to steer the beams. It can be figured out that the superposition of such currents gives the diagram of the true multibeam design and this is an interesting results since the synthesis method, in the multibeam case, has required half the time of two mono-beam optimizations.
VI. CONCLUSION
The proposed method gives the full control over the array pattern in both the angular and time domains. Real antennas can be taken into account through their simulated or measured effective height as well as by means of analytic fitting expressions.
The synthesis scheme enables a great flexibility to suite a particular beamforming network. The proposed guidelines permits to simply set all the signal and geometrical parameters depending on the enforced mask.
The described formulation, involving the HR functions, is just one of the possible options and it can be easily extended to other set of waveforms, even belonging to heterogenous families. In such a case the mapping operator should generally perform a best fitting operation. The examples have demonstrated that the method is capable to generate both highly collimated beam as well as multibeam patterns wherein different field waveforms could be excited at different angular directions. The synthesis is as more effective as the array antennas are less dispersive, but good results have been found also for broadband dipole-like impulse responses.
Further work will consider the extension of the method to planar and circular array configurations.
APPENDIX CALCULATION OF
The application of the alternate projection in the time domain requires the calculation of the inverse Radon transform of the projected array factor in to find the th estimation of the array current in (21) . The application of the operator can be performed by means of a sequence of Fourier transforms in virtue of the Projection Slice Theorem [28] . This relates the Fourier transform of a projection of any function , e.g., its Radon transform , to a slice of its two-dimensional Fourier transform [29] , [30] (30) where indicates the Fourier transform from the -domain to the -domain. For the specific application, the th estimation of the array current source in (21) can be operatively performed as (31) Due to the linearity of all the considered operators, the previous expression may be rewritten by changing the orders of the Fourier transforms as (32) where is the frequency domain array factor. It is worth noticing that the function within the square bracket is the conventional Fourier synthesis applied to the cropped array factor outside the mask.
